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Strong fluorescence emission localized at a
tapered silver-plated sub-wavelength pore†

Jin-Lei Yang, Shuo-Hui Cao, Qian Liu, Shuang Zhao, Yu-Bin Zheng and
Yao-Qun Li*

We observed up to 200 times fluorescence enhancement inside a

tapered silver-plated sub-wavelength pore in comparison with the

free space fluorescence. Fluorescence lifetime data was obtained to

explore the strong fluorescence enhancement. The mechanism

mainly arises from the silver film, the lateral dimensional shape,

and size of the waveguide aperture.

Fluorescence enhancement has attracted much attention due to the
extensive fluorescence-based applications in the field of molecular
biology, medical imaging and chemical sensing. The investigation of
the tiny metallic holes and their extraordinary optical phenomena
has been explored in recent years.1 For instance, there is an
extraordinary optical transmission through sub-wavelength holes.2

Plasmonic antennas are capable of creating a highly enhanced local
electric field and distinguishing between different kinds of
fluorescent dyes.3 Metal-clad sub-wavelength circular apertures
have been successfully applied to distinguish a single molecule
from large numbers and useful for real-time DNA sequencing
since it can enormously reduce detection volume.4

Metallic nanostructures can bring about tremendous
fluorescence enhancement.1 Specifically, metallic structures acting
as antennas or waveguides can boost the absorption or excitation of
the molecules in their vicinity, accompanied by an enhanced surface
electric field confirmed to be an important factor in the aperture-
enhanced fluorescence process.1 Plasmonic nanostructures can
convert optical radiation into intense, engineered, localized field
distributions and can also have surprising effect on fluorescence.1d,5

Specifically, sub-wavelength metal holes with dimensions around

the cutoff of the fundamental guided mode have the optimum
effect on emission enhancement, where it can get the maximum
local density of optical states.6,7 Such nanostructures with their
controlled shape and size also have their unique advantage in
acting as a small reaction chamber or a convenient platform that
allows highly parallel solution analysis.6 According to previous
reports, the fluorescence enhancement factors of metallic holes
are commonly from several times to just more than a dozen
times.6,8 Tapered waveguides can make the electromagnetic
energy fit into a tight confinement at the space of a small tip,9a,b

which is advantageous for sensing applications.9c Actually, there
is a constant pursuit for a simple platform being capable of
efficiently concentrating light into a confined space with an
intense local field. To the best of our knowledge, the experimental
investigation of fluorescence properties within a tapered silver-plated
sub-wavelength pore (TSSP) have not been reported previously. Here,
we have focused on isolated tapered silver-plated sub-wavelength
pores fabricated by a simple method and observed 200 times of
fluorescence emission enhancement for Rhodamine B molecules in
the tip space of the pore channel.

The TSSP used in this study was fabricated by using a
template deposition method through two simple steps. First,
a tapered single glass sub-wavelength pore channel prepared
from a glass capillary10 was chosen as the template. Afterwards,
a thin silver film was deposited on the inner-surface of the pore
channel through an electroless plating methodology,11 which is
advantageous for producing high aspect ratio structures since
the deposition is from the surface outwards. Modulation of the
glass pore channel template or controlling of the silver plating
process can allow us to regulate and control the shape, size and
inner-surface morphology of the tapered pore channel. SEM
(scanning electron microscopy) and bright-field images of the
silver-plated pore channel are shown in Fig. 1. EDS (energy-
dispersive spectrometry) confirmed that the plated material was
silver indeed (Fig. S2, ESI†). This method has ease of preparation
and is more economical than other methods such as track etching,
ion-sputtering or lithography12 to produce tiny metallic holes.
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We tested the ability of fluorescence enhancement of the device
through fluorescence detection. The Rhodamine B solution was
injected into the glass capillary with a 100 mL microsyringe and was
followed by 3 min mild sonication. This operation was repeated
several times to ensure the tiny pore was being saturated with dye
molecules. The tapered tiny pore was placed on a cover-slip with its
large base directly over the objective. Therefore, the tracing of light
was not affected by the silver layer (Scheme 1), and the detection of
fluorescence emission was not affected either, as the penetration
from the small tip base would cause some loss of signal intensity.
Thus the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) can be
directly generated in the inner-surface of the TSSP. Confocal
fluorescence measurements were performed on an inverted
confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP5, Leica Microscopy) to investigate
the property of Rhodamine B inside the TSSP. The excitation source
was an argon ion laser 514 nm/2 mW and objective was 20� 0.7 NA.
The confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) can offer an
opportunity to detect localized fluorescence by moving the
observation volume to different positions in the sub-wavelength
pore channel, since it can probe different sections of an intact
tapered pore channel.13 Besides, fluorescence lifetime imaging
(FLIM) measurements were also applied in the experiments
using the above Leica Microscope.

Z-stacks taken through x and y-directions were scanned
across the whole tapered pore channel filled with 10 mM water
solution of Rhodamine B dye. The measurements were per-
formed using 20 � 0.7 NA objective with a confocal pinhole of
25 mm. The scanned images contain 1024 � 1024 pixels.
Fluorescence emission images of different optical sections were
obtained as shown in Fig. 2. The confocal fluorescence feature
from the emission of RhB molecules within the tapered pore
channel became bigger with an increase in the pore diameter

when scanning to deeper depth distances. More images of optical
sections were presented in Fig. S3, ESI.† The measurements
started from the outside of the pore and passed through the pore,
then through the dye filled pore channel. The brightest spot was
localized at the tip pore (0 mm) according to a parallel intensity
analysis (Fig. S4b, ESI†). From that point onwards, the intensity
was steadily decreased to the free space value. The fluorescence
signal from the tapered silver inner-surface can be also detected
due to the optical section thickness, thereby making the fluores-
cence spot appear bigger than its actual size. Diffraction limits
also existed in this system. Although, not all fluorescent molecules
in the tip of the pore channel had been enhanced and the
quenching effect might happen very close, within B10 nm scale,
to the silver surface,14 the detection of the integral signal of that
area was still strong. This also indicates that it formed a strong
local electric field around the tip area. The emission intensity of
dye molecules was analyzed from the tip space to the free space of
the pore channel which was over 20 mm (Fig. 3a) away from the tip
(both plasmonic and dimensional effects were not anticipated).
The emission from the free space was measured under identical
conditions with the tip region during one single experiment. The
tip space fluorescence intensity was taken from the average value
of three analysis line peaks (Fig. S5 in the ESI†) around the hole,
and the bulk solution intensity was taken from the average value

Fig. 1 Features of the silver-plated hole. (a) SEM image of the TSSP tip
from the capillary bottom surface side. (b) Bright-field image of the silver
pore channel, objective (20 � 0.7 NA).

Scheme 1 Schematic view of fluorescence emission inside a tapered
sub-wavelength pore saturated with water solution of Rhodamine B dye
by using confocal laser scanning microscopy. The fluorescence is col-
lected from the same side as the incident excitation.

Fig. 2 Confocal fluorescence images at different depth distances from
the tip to the large base within the tapered pore channel (scale bar 5 mm).

Fig. 3 The confocal fluorescence images and intensity. (a) Fluorescence
image of Rhodamine B (10 mM) located at the silver-plated tip and a
position located at 20.1 mm within the silver-plated pore channel (up).
Fluorescence image of Rhodamine B (50 mM) located at the glass tip
(diameter 300 nm) and a position located at 19.7 mm within the glass pore
channel (down). (b) Emission intensity comparison of silver-plated tip area,
near the silver surface area, glass tip area and the bulk solution. Error bars
indicate the standard deviation of measurements.
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of the second part of the lines (20–30 mm). In comparison with the
free space fluorescence, the fluorescence enhancement of the
TSSP tip area was approximately 200-fold for Rhodamine B
molecules, even though the dye molecules within the tip area
suffered from filter effect to some degree (Fig. 3b). This can be
explained by the gradient shape of the tapered pore channel
waveguide, essentially accumulating energy, and giant local
field at the tip space.1,9a,b Consequently, excitation, collection
and emission efficiency all can be positively altered by the high
local field.15 Specifically, the rough silver inner-surface16 made
a contribution to the fluorescence enhancement by about 30-fold
(Fig. 3b). The silver inner-surface fluorescence intensity was taken
from the average value of three analysis line peaks (Fig. S5, ESI†)
near the silver inner-surface.

The confocal fluorescence images of a comparable sized
glass tapered pore channel are shown at two positions with an
increased dye concentration (50 mM) in order to enhance the
weak signals (Fig. 3a). The emission intensity near the hole
showed over 6-fold enhancement in this glass tapered pore
(Fig. 3b). This enhancement can be explained by dielectric tiny
structures also generating an enhanced local field.17

FLIM measurements were taken to further investigate the
enhancement mechanism. The measurements were carried out
using a pulsed/60 ps 405 nm excitation laser. Data analysis was
conducted using SPC-830 software. As shown in Fig. 4, the total
lifetime t for RhB dye molecules in aqueous solution was
1.65 � 0.02 ns, which is consistent with previous studies.18

The total lifetimes at the glass pore tip, the silver pore tip, and
the silver surface were 1.53 � 0.04 ns, 2.39 � 0.04 ns, 0.42 �
0.10 ns, respectively. The results indicate that the total lifetime
in the glass pore tip was shorter than that in aqueous solution,
and the total lifetime in the silver pore tip was longer than
those at the silver surface and in aqueous solution. We also
measured the lifetimes with different tip diameters in Fig. S6
(ESI†) and found the results were consistent.

For the lifetime at the glass tip, the total lifetime at the glass
pore tip is shorter than that in aqueous solution (Fig. 4). In other

words, the decay rate for dye molecules in the glass pore tip was
faster than that in aqueous solution. Generally, like the cavity
mode,19 the incorporated dye absorbs energy from an incident
laser pulse and then relaxes back to its ground state by coupling
to the aperture, leading to an enhanced emission rate resulting
in an enhanced emission intensity (Fig. 3b). The fast decay rate
should be related to the dye molecules being influenced by this
aperture-enhanced fluorescence process. The lifetime at the
silver surface is much shorter than that in aqueous solution,
as shown in Fig. 4, which is consistent with previous metallic-
fluorescence systems.5b An increase in the total lifetime happens
with increasing the distance from the metal surface.15,20 In the
experiment, the dye molecules within the scope either close to or
far away the silver surface (pore diameter B300 nm) were all
imaged in the FLIM measurements at the pore tip area. Accordingly,
we found that the total lifetime at the silver pore tip became longer
than that at the silver surface, and even than that in aqueous
solution for RhB as shown in Fig. 4.

As we know, the radiative rates with plasmon, gsp
rad, are

related with the electric field |E|2 as gsp
rad p |E|2g0

rad,15 where
g0

rad is the radiative rate without plasmon. Therefore, the
radiative rate was increased because of the high local electric
field at the silver pore tip. Besides, t = 1/(gsp

rad + gsp
nrad), where t is

the total lifetime and gsp
nrad is the nonradiative rate. As the total

lifetime was influenced by both the radiative and nonradiative
processes, consequently the longer lifetime at the silver pore tip
should indicate that the nonradiative decay rate due to energy
dissipation in the environment must have been largely
decreased, which played a dominant role in the total decay
rate in the case of an increase in the radiative rate. Although
RhB is an efficient dye molecule with quantum yield 0.31, its
nonradiative decay also accounts for a large ratio in the total
decay process.5c,15

The fluorescence intensity is the product of two processes:
(1) excitation by the incident field influenced by the local
environment; (2) emission of radiation influenced by the bal-
ance of radiative and nonradiative decay.21 Generally, fluores-
cence rate gem can be expressed as gem = gexc[gsp

rad/(gsp
rad + gsp

nrad)],1d

where gexc is the excitation rate which can also be increased as
gexc p |P�E|2,1d where P is the dipole moment. To sum up, the
excitation and the radiative rates are enhanced while the
observed total decay rate is decreased, which leads to a signifi-
cantly enhanced gem resulting in a strong fluorescence emis-
sion in the tip of the TSSP.

In summary, we found the fluorescence enhancement is
significantly high by 200-fold by using the TSSP. This metallic
gradient tiny pore channel affects fluorescence emission greatly
despite its conceptual simplicity. The fluorescence enhance-
ment of TSSP should mainly arise from the silver film, the
lateral dimensional shape and size of the waveguide aperture
by concentrating the local electromagnetic field on the pore
channel tip space. Our results not only demonstrate significant
plasmonic-aperture effects in a metallic optical structure, but
also suggest a route to extend such effects to future plasmonic
optical platform sensor designs. With flexible controlling of the
pore channel parameters such as field strength and the scale of

Fig. 4 Normalized lifetime statistical histograms for each area from RhB
dye molecules FLIM measurements. RhB fluorescence lifetimes in different
environments—aqueous solution, silver surface, glass pore tip (D B
300 nm) and silver pore tip (D B 300 nm). The bright spot at the tip space
area in FLIM measurements was chosen to analyze as the silver pore tip or
the glass pore tip (integral RhB molecules encapsulated in the tip area were
imaged), and an area on the outer side of the silver surface was chosen to
analyze as silver surface.
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the sensing tip zone, this proposed approach would allow for
tailoring the pore to suit many chemical or biological sensing
applications.

Experimental

Glass capillaries were purchased from Hirschmann. The main
materials were purchased from Alfa Aesar or Acros, and chemicals
used were of analytical grade and without further purification.
Please see the ESI† for more details about the materials and
instruments, and a complete description of the tiny pore syntheses
and characterizations. Additional results of confocal scanning and
lifetime measurements were also provided.
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